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Restarting your Machine tool post lockdown 

 

For Hydraulic conventional grinding machine. 

 As important it is to begin machining once the lock-down is lifted, it is also important to follow 

the rights steps in machine safety and maintenance before restart. 

Before shut down- 

1. Unload the grinding wheel from wheel head spindle and wipe the surrounding machine 

areas. 

2. Unload the work holding, dead centers from work head and tailstock Morse taper, and move 

work head and tailstock in a safe position after cleaning the table. 

3. Unload the grinding wheel quill from the ID spindle. 

4. Wipe the dust/mug then apply rust preventive oil to work head, tailstock, and z-axis top 

table machining surfaces (Wherever machined surface is seen). 

5. Drain the cutting fluid from the coolant tank. Since the water is mixed it cannot be used after 

a long pause.  

6. If possible, spray the rust preventive oil to the motor shaft, seal and bearing area; wherever 

applicable to avoid bearing fail, seal fail, winding unbalance, etc. 

7. Use pesticides to protect cables that might get damaged by rodents. 

8. Leave the machine sub-assemblies in a loosened-belt-condition for wherever applicable on 

bush-type cartridges spindles. 

9. Close the machine bed pockets to avoid damage to hydraulic hoses and electrical cables by 

rodents. 

10. Apply a layer of grease to the table left and right side of V and flat area by removing side 

covers. Close the area after applying grease. 

 

Before Power ON- 

 

1. Before turn on please use proper safety gear like goggles, hand gloves, safety shoes. 

2. Sanitise machine is possible. 

3. Avoid using bare hands to touch the machine elements and ensure electrical parts are 

isolated for human safety. 

4. Visually inspect the machine surrounding and machine bed inside the area and that the 

cables and hoses are intact and not damaged. 

5. Open the machine cabinet and MOP door, visually inspect and ensure all the cables and 

wires are intact, if it has suffered any physical damage due to external causes please act on 

the same before Power On. 

6. Check the Air, Hydraulic and coolant pipe conditions and fix it if required. 

7. Ensure ring test to grinding wheel before balancing and loading on the machine. 

8. Fill the coolant tank with recommended cutting oil and DM water concentration.  

9. Check the incoming power supply using a multimeter at the input of the Main Power On/Off 

breaker. 

10. Ensure the voltage levels as applicable are within limits 220VAC ±10% (Between Phase and 

Neutral), 415VAC ±10% (Phase to Phase). 

11. Turn the Main Power breaker to ON position firmly to ensure perfect contact and again 

ensure the voltage levels are within limits. 
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12. Check the Wheel Head & Work Head belt condition for damage & tension and replace or re-

tension the same.  

13. Wipe out the applied grease layer on the V and Flat surfaces & wherever applied. 

14. Turn on all MCB & MPCB’s if it is turned off. 

15. Check and clean the moisture or dust in the electrical panel if there is any. 

16. Check and clean both pulleys of wheel head spindle of mist & dust 

17. Clean the Rotex valve filters if they are stuck in coarse/ fine feed movements  

18. Clean the Tapers of Tailstock & Work head 

19. Check the Hydraulic Oil Viscosity & replace the oil if necessary and if there are any 

leakages arrest the same. 

20. Ensure to check hydraulics & air pressure as required. 

21. Keep the machine ON and hydraulic ON condition and check the leakage and ensure 

lubrication reached to required areas for wheel head and top table sight glass. 

22. Move the Z-axis (Table) by hand wheel manually up to 10 times pendulum. 

23. Move the Z-axis (Table) by auto mode for 15 minutes and or until there is smoothness in 

movement. 

24. Physically rotate the Wheel spindle by hand and ensure smooth, careful rotation. Be aware 

of the sharp edges since they may damage your hands. Repeat the procedure for the work 

head also. 

25. Run the spindle in inching mode. If no abnormality please run continues up to 15 min. 

26. Run the work head spindle by min and max speed without work holding up to 15 min. 

27. Switch on hydraulic functions, check for any oil leakage in the hydraulic power pack and 

various parts of the machine and correct if there is any. 

28. Switch on coolant functions and check for any leakage in various parts of the machine and 

correct if any. 

 

 

Warm-up- 

 

1) Move the Rapid Cylinder manually for few times 

2) Forward / Reverse the IPG a few times if the machine is equipped with it. 

3) Make the setting of the component as per procedure and run the machine for regular 

production.  
 
 


